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grew  

skin  

valley  

cents  

key  

president  

brown  

trouble  

cool  

cloud  

lost  

sent  

symbols  

wear  

bad  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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grew cents brown cloud symbols 

skin key trouble lost wear 

valley president cool sent bad 
 

   

   

   

   

   

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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grew cents brown cloud symbols 

skin key trouble lost wear 

valley president cool sent bad 
 

 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 
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bad   A.  changed in size and age 

brown   
B.  what covers a body on 

the outside 

cents   C.  the low place 

between mountains 

cloud   D.  very small parts of 

money 

cool   E.  small metal part 

used to open doors 

grew   
F.  the top person who leads 

the government 

key   G.  the color of earth 

lost   H.  a problem 

president   I.  having a low temperature 

sent   J.  white water drops in the 

sky 

skin   K.  not knowing where you 

are 

symbols   L.  to have been made to 

go  

trouble   M.  marks used in the place of 

real things 

valley   N.  to have on your body 

wear   O.  not good  

 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 
  its meaning. 
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adb The __ __ __ man broke the law. 

nbowr His eyes and hair are __ __ __ __ __ in color. 

tecns I have ten __ __ __ __ __ left from the store. 

loduc Rain fell from a  __ __ __ __ __. 

loco Go inside where it’s warm on __ __ __ __ days. 

rgew The little boy __ __ __ __ to be a man. 

yke Use the __ __ __ to open the house door. 

slto The __ __ __ __ boy couldn’t find his way home. 

rnditepse He is the __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ of America. 

ntes The teacher __ __ __ __ a note to his mother. 

ikns The animal __ __ __ __ was black and white. 

soylmsb  Map __ __ __ __ __ __ __ show where we are. 

ulbeort The car had __ __ __ __ __ __ __ and will not go. 

eyallv Go down the mountain to the __ __ __ __ __ __. 

rawe He will __ __ __ __ new clothes to school. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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grew cents brown cloud symbols 

skin key trouble lost wear 

valley president cool sent bad 
 

1.  A _________________________ went in front of the sun. 

2.  Can you buy it with a few _________________________? 

3.  He broke his leg in a _________________________ fall. 

4.  I had _________________________ doing the problem on the test. 

5.  Is this the _________________________ for the door? 

6.  Letters are _________________________ for sounds. 

7.  Plant the grass in the _________________________ soil. 

8.  She _________________________ a letter to her friend. 

9.  The black dog has _________________________ skin.  

10.  The girls _________________________ dresses to school. 

11.  The little girl _________________________ to be a woman. 

12.  The river cut a ______________________ between the mountains. 

13.  We _________________________ the ball in the field. 

14.  We play inside to be warm on _________________________ days. 

15.  Who is the _________________________ of America? 
 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


